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Exchanging the corrupt power system

Is the BIS-Bank of Rothschild and Rockefeller in Basel the 
headquarter of the devil in Europa? With murder on children during 
Satan´s feasts? (Insider reports!) Have we to intervene there and 
disassemble the store, arresting the 8.500 main-criminals there, the 
rover-billionairs, stealing and roving always more of our money? 
(according to Insider reports!)
roving not only money, but innovations worth many trillions in 
Euro-money with help of own RoRoH-people, infiltrated into the 
tops of some patent-offices, working with extreme betray, in order to
hold the people poor and in order to use the innovations in their 
Multinationals so that they can harvest the benefits, an indirect way 
of stealing money and widen their influence in the whole economy ?

(99.5% of all citizens don´t have sight on these happenings. The new
World Patent Office WPO / Weltpatentamt WPA, with a new patent 
right, founded in 2018, does not tolerate said betray-groups and is 
calling the honest patent examiners in the offices to tag the deceivers
with their insider knowledge and build a front against them. The 
WPO is coming to check the tagged persons with the EEG-Memory-
Test, www.DeC.jaaaa.net . Cheated inventors are supporting the 
WPO to make a new start and to let the society profit from great 
innovations a. coming and b. suppressed or vanished, now digged 
out, now coming back. The oil-industry will not be amused!), 

the BIS-Bank and its branches, establishing with the roved money 
more control over the citizens by paying their underground Guerrilla 
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crews, by funding media-campagnes to support their Trojan Horses 
Merkel-Kasner-Kasmiercak-Hitler, Macron and Rutte, now in 
growing trouble by attacks of Jellow-Vests? 

Is Angela Merkel a direct daughter of Hitler? Is she Angela Hitler? 
We cannot let this unchecked! Is she Angela Hitler? (Insiders say: 
"YES", and anatomic comparision supports it: forehead, ears, eyes, 
cheek, mouth, chin, lips with extremely small upper lip exactly the 
same form! And the nose is similar. Are these same bodyforms 
accidently the same of inherited from father Hitler?). We, the Jellow 
Vests of Europe, and we, the scientist-group inside the Jellow Vests, 
ask urgently for a DNA-comparison of Merkel and Hitler. Within 
some days the result can be present. No more speculations! Then we 
know the facts. 

Are you determined to get to know the facts? We are! Join!
Weekly demontrations of Jellow Vests are fine. But gathering such 
facts additinally will fasten the process of exchanging the satanic 
power system by an honest power system. 

Has the BIS-Bank of RoRoH in Basel to be disassembled?
President Trump of Amerika has done a first step: 
on 3.2.2019 he arrested one of the worst figures of the BIS-Bank, the
billionair-satanist George Sorros in his big house near to the BIS-
Bank. Children in cages were found and parts of dead children,  
proving all the reports of insiders. 
Trump has also arrested leading figures of deep state in USA, Bush 
jun., Obama, the Clinton´s, Cheney and... and  … and. 17.000 wrong
doers are accused. The judges found Bush jun. guilty for 9/11 and 
the Iraq war, devastating Middle-East, flushing Europe with 
refugees. Bush jun. confessed and aggreed to be executed for this 
mega-crime. Several traitors and sources of mega-damage for the 



society are already executed. Legally.(We stay getting these and 
more insider-information from our Zublick-Source. The main Media 
don´t have direct access to these information according to the 
strategy of the Trump-administration) 
Time is changing!  Until now the RoRoH-people condemed 
opponents, honest citizens, to death, silently illegally, sending out 
killlers to kill them from behind, hiding nearly each murder by 
letting appear it as an accident or an heart-infarct, murdering many 
many times, much more than is known to the citizens. Many 
inventors bcame their victims. By that the murderers tried to protect 
their industries against game changers on the fields of technology. 
By silent and hidden murder-activities during 2 and more centuries 
the small group got as strong or stronger than the big group of 
citizens, conquered fortunes, conqueres power seats in organisations,
in power organs (police and courts), in parliaments and governments
(Bush sen, , Bush jun., Clinton, Obama, Merkel?, Macron?, Rutte? 
Timmernan? Junker? And … and … and . ). They are present in 
many places, playing their tricky games.   Too often the same games.
People have learned to recognize them and the game-players.   

Now time has come that they themselves are the target and must pay 
attention to that in USA and further countries with death penalty for 
crimes. Death penalty for Maffia.crimes.

It´s up to Europe now, it´s up to us to organize the total 
dissamblement of the satanic power BIS-Bank by our honest legal 
powers police and if necessary special forces, which are much bigger
than those of the brutal satanic dwarf (2%-4% against 96%-98%) 
with ppp-disorder inside, giving him his dangerous special damage-
maker- and killer-qualities. Science has revealed that his qualities are
disease-dependant. 



Scientists stay thinking, that the disease can be healed. Therefore 
killing sick criminals should be an exception, restricted to cases of 
self-defence and prevention to be enslaved totally by invaders with 
an army (war-case).
During centuries the hereditarily ppp-sick dwarf has been busy to 
steel beauty and intelligence from his host nations. Guerrilla-men of 
the dwarf tried to mary beautiful and intelligent women of the host 
nation, often successful, and infected the children of these couples 
with the invisible ppp-disease. So the new generation of the ppp-sick
people were better adapted to the host nation, in regard to bodyforms
and beauty and intelligence. So the Bushs, the Clintons, the 
Morgans, the Rothschilds and Rockefellers are not ugly, but possess 
beauty and intelligence and are at the same time incredibly ppp-sick,
able to blow into the air 3000 persons , 9/11, then getting in a state 
of great happiness because of the „success“  of their action, because 
of the success of their prank. A mixture of playing children and 
tremendous poisonous drakes. Irrational creatures. Products of a bad 
gene-mutation. The damage-constriction-program of healthy kids is 
damaged, does not run. They can make damage without end, without
changes in their inner happiness world. Success of their prank is all, 
what they are able to see in this mind state.

The wiggle-types, which can be found in this strange world also, can
be explained as people with an hampering (wiggling) dcp-damage-
constriction-program --- when running they get remorse, 
when falling out they start with bad pranks again. 
The 100% ppp-sick people don´t have a conscience,  get never 
remorse.  They are the most dangerous persons. 

Lots of them are poor and stupid people, willingly following the 
orders from above, from their group-chiefs (embedded in the 
hierarchic RoRoH- organisation). 



Some of them are bundles of positiv qualities, with many skills (as 
technichians, as scientists, as artists, as writers, as politicians), with a
big minus in front : ppp-disorder, therefore misusing all their 
qualities en … enjoying it deeply. Very dangerous people! They did 
not choose for that. They inherited it. They got it from fate. And 
nobody knows, what they will get in their next life. So don´t be too 
quick with your over-all-judgement. 
Everyone deserves respect. But as far as they are dangerous, they 
have to be isolated to avoid (more) damage.

Taking the ppp-disease out of these gene-mixture will make them beautyful 
and intelligent people. Thus science should try to get this done. 

Power-technique is mainly control-technique. We shall start using 
modern control-techniques : DNA-tests and the EEG-based 
Memory-test. Merkel, Macron and Rutte must come to the Memory 
– test. www.dec.jaaaa.net  Detecting the disease ppp-disorder in full 
strenth is very often the same as detecting a criminal.

MMR  have a fair chance, if they are not, and they have no chance, 
if they are well parts of the Satanic circle of the BIS-Bank. 

www.exchanging-the-corrupt-powersystem.jaaaa.net 

www.A.jaaaa.net   (Newspaper, Krant, Zeitung)

www.gewalt-ist-dumm.jaaaa.net  …..  www.A-Zeitung.jaaaa.net 
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